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Oslo, 28 February 2011

Dr Ugo Fedeli/Ms Roxane Rajabi

Thank you so much for providing the necessary changes in our manuscript on Mortality among Norwegian medical doctors 1960 – 2000. It made the revision very easy for us.

Here are some further comments:

You write:

1) Further consideration of your manuscript is conditional on improvement of the English used. Please ensure particular attention is paid to the abstract. You should have a native English speaking colleague help you with this, if possible, or use a commercial copyediting service.

For the last version of our submission we actually did have an English speaking colleague (and professional copy-editor) work through our manuscript and coming up with several clarifications and improvements. If the language is still imperfect, could you please provide us with some clues as to where improvements need to be made?

Further (quote from your e-mail):

2) Please acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the study by making substantial contributions to conception, design, acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, or who was involved in drafting the manuscript or revising it critically for important intellectual content, but who does not meet the criteria for authorship. Please also include their source(s) of funding. Please also acknowledge anyone who contributed materials essential for the study.

We can not think of any other persons than our contact at Statistics Norway and our copy-editor who would qualify for acknowledgements here. In both cases the funding was The Research Institute of The Norwegian Medical Association (i.e. my institute).

Please come back to me if this information is not sufficient.

Sincerely,

Olaf G Aasland